Changes in the control of obstacle crossing in middle age become evident as gait task difficulty increases.
Age-associated physiological changes result in modified gait, such as slower speed, for older adults. Identifying the onset of age-related gait changes will provide insight into the role of aging on locomotor control. It is expected that a more challenging gait task (obstacle crossing) puts more demands on physiological systems, and may reveal gait modifications in a middle-aged group that are not evident in an easier gait task (level walking). To identify the effect of advancing age on gait as a function of increasing locomotor challenge during an obstacle crossing task. Three age groups (young, middle-aged, and older adults) stepped over an obstacle placed in a 15 m walkway. Task challenge ranged from low to high in four conditions: unobstructed gait, 3, 10, and 26 cm obstacles. Gait measures were calculated during the approach and crossing steps. Significant interactions were observed for gait speed (age by height by step, p < 0.01), foot placement variability (age by step, p < 0.01) and foot clearance (age by height, p = 0.05). Relative to young adults, older adults walked slower in all conditions and had higher foot clearances for the 10 and 26 cm obstacles. Middle-aged adults walked with speeds and foot clearances that were not different from young adults in the lower gait challenge conditions, and changed to values that were not different from older adults in the highest gait challenge conditions. Foot placement variability was greater for the middle-aged and older groups, but only in the last two steps before the obstacle. Multiple gait changes were observed as early as middle-age, and changes in speed and foot clearance became more evident as task difficulty increased. The increased gait challenge placed more demands on the neuromuscular system, revealing age-related gait modifications that were not evident in the level walking gait task.